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Abstract. Recently Yehuda  Rav has given the concept of Semi prime ideals in a general 
lattice by generalizing the notion of  0-distributive lattices. In this paper we study several 
properties of these filters and include some of their characterizations. We give some 
results regarding maximal ideals and include a number of Separation properties in a 
general lattice with respect to the annihilator filter containing a semi prime filter. Here we 
prove that a filter J  is Semi prime if and only if every maximal ideal of a lattice L  
disjoint with J  is prime.  
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1. Introduction 
In generalizing the notion of pseudo complemented lattice, Varlet [9] introduced the 
notion of 0-distributive lattices. Then [3] have given several characterizations of these 
lattices. On the other hand, [6] have studied them in meet semi lattices. A lattice L  with 
0 is called a 0-distributive lattice if for all Lcba ∈,,  with caba ∧==∧ 0  imply 

0)( =∨∧ cba . Of course every distributive lattice is 0-distributive. 0-distributive 

lattice L  can be characterized by the fact that the set of all elements disjoint to La ∈  
forms an ideal. So every pseudo complemented lattice is 0-distributive. An algebra 

>∨∧< 1,0,,;L  is called a lattice with pseudo complementation if  >∨∧< 1,0,,;L  is 

bounded lattice and for all ,La ∈ there exists *a  such that 0* =∧ aa and 0=∧ xa  

implies that ,0* =∧ ax  for all .Lx ∈  Let L  be a bounded distributive lattice and 

,La ∈  an element La ∈*  is called pseudo complement of a  in L  if  0* =∧ aa  and  

0=∧ xa  implies *ax ≤  for all .Lx ∈  A bounded lattice L  is called pseudo 
complemented if its every element has a pseudo complement. 

 Similarly, let L  be a bounded distributive lattice and ,La ∈  an element La ∈+  is 

called a  dual pseudo complement of a  in L  if  0=∨ +aa  and  0=∨ xa  implies 
+≤ ax  for all .Lx ∈  A bounded lattice L  is called a dual pseudo complemented if its 

every element has a dual pseudo complement. A lattice L  with 1 is called a 1-
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distributive lattice if for all Lcba ∈,,  with caba ∨==∨ 1  imply 1)( =∧∨ cba . It 

is easy to see that for each ,La ∈  }1:{ =∨∈ xaLx  is a filter. Thus every dual pseudo 
complemented lattice is 1-distributive. 

 Recently, Rav [7] has generalized this concept and gave the definition of semi 
prime filters in a lattice. For a non-empty subset F  of ,L F  is called an up set if for 

Fa ∈  and ax ≥  imply .Fx ∈  Moreover an up set F  is a filter if Fba ∈∧  for all 
Fba ∈, . Similarly, a non-empty subsetI  of L is called a down set if Ia ∈  and ax ≤  

implies Ix ∈ . A down set I  is called an ideal if Iyx ∈∨  for all ., Iyx ∈  A proper 

ideal I is called a prime ideal if Iba ∈∧  ),( Lba ∈ implies either .IborIa ∈∈  A 

proper ideal I  is called a maximal ideal if for any IM ⊇  implies IM =  or .LM =  A 
prime filter P   is called minimal prime filter if it does not contain any other prime filter. 
A proper filter Q  is called a prime filter if Qba ∈∨  ( Lba ∈, ) implies either Qa ∈ or 

Qb ∈ . It is very easy to check that F  is a filter ofL  if and only if FL −  is a prime 

down set. Moreover, F  is a prime filter if and only if FL − is a prime ideal. 
An ideal I  of a lattice L  is called a Semi prime ideal if for ,,,, IyxLzyx ∈∧∈  

Izx ∈∧   imply .)( Izyx ∈∨∧  Recently [1,2,4,5,10] studied the Semi prime ideals 

in lattices and meet semi lattices. A filter F  of a lattice L  is called semi prime filter if 
for all FyxLzyx ∈∨∈ ,,,  and Fzx ∈∨  imply .)( Fzyx ∈∧∨  Thus, for a 

lattice L  with 1, L  is called 1-distributive if and only if [1) is a semi prime filter. In a 
distributive lattice ,L  every filter is a semi prime filter. Moreover, every prime filter is 

semi prime. In a pentagonal lattice )1[},;1,,,,0{ bacba <  is semi prime but not prime. 

Here )[a  and )[c  are prime, but )[b  is not even semi prime. Again  in 

;1,,,,0{3 cbaM =  )[),[),1[},1,,;0 cacacbbacacbba =∨∨∨=∧=∧=∧  are not 

semi prime. In this paper we study the semi prime filters and included several 
characterizations.  
 
2. Main results 
To obtain the main results of the paper, we need to prove the following Lemmas: 
 
Lemma 1. Non empty intersection of all prime (semi prime) filters of a lattice is a semi-
prime filter.    
Proof: Let Lcba ∈,, and { QQF :∩=  is a prime (semi prime) filter}  and F  is 

nonempty. Let Fba ∈∨  and Fca ∈∨ . Then Qba ∈∨  and Qca ∈∨  for all Q . 

Since each Q is prime (semi prime), so Qcba ∈∧∨ )( . Hence ,)( Fcba ∈∧∨  and so 

F  is semi prime.    
  
Corollary 2. Intersection of two prime (semi prime) filters is a semi prime filter.  
                                                           
Lemma 3.  Every ideal disjoint from a filterF is contained in a maximal ideal disjoint 
from .F                                       
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Proof: Let I  be an ideal in L  disjoint  from .F  Let P  be the set of all ideals containing 
I  and disjoint  from F . Then P  is nonempty as PI ∈ . Let C  be a chain in P  and let 

):( CXXM ∈= ∪ . We claim that M  is a ideal. Let Mx ∈  and xy ≤ . Then 

Xx ∈ for some .CX ∈  Hence Xy ∈  as X  is an ideal. Therefore, My ∈ . Let 

Myx ∈, . Then Xx ∈  and Yy ∈  for some ., CYX ∈  Since C  is a chain, either 

YX ⊆ or  XY ⊆ . Suppose YX ⊆ . So ., Yyx ∈  Then Yyx ∈∨  and so 

Myx ∈∨ . Thus M  is an ideal. Moreover, φ=∩ FM  and .IM ⊇  So M  is a 

maximum element of .C  Then by Zorn’s Lemma, P  has a maximal element.  

           Let L  be a lattice with .0  For ,LA ⊆  we define 0:{ =∧∈=⊥ axLxA  

}Aaallfor ∉ . Let L  be a lattice with 1. For ,LA ⊆  we define 

{ }1: AaallforaxLxA
d

∈=∨∈=⊥ . 
d

A⊥  is always an up set of .L Moreover, it is 

convex but it is not necessarily a filter.   Let LA ⊆  and J  be a filter of .L  We define 

}.:{ AaallforJaxLxA J
d

∈∈∨∈=⊥  
 
 Theorem 4. Let A be a non-empty subset of a lattice L and J be a filter of L. Then 

PA J
d

(∩=⊥ is a minimal prime up set containing J   but not containing ).A  

Proof: Suppose aisPPAPX ,:( ⊄= ∩  minimal prime up set containing J ). Let 

.J
d

Ax ⊥∈  Then Jax ∈∨  for all Aa ∈ . Choose any P  of right hand expression. 
Since ,PA ⊄  there exists Az ∈  but .Pz ∉  Then .PJzx ⊆∈∨  So ,Px ∈  as P  is 

prime. Hence .Xx ∈  

  Conversely, let .Xx ∈  If  ,J
d

Ax ⊥∉  then Jbx ∉∨  for some Ab ∈ . Let 

]( bxD ∨= . Hence D  is an ideal disjoint from .J  Then by Lemma 3, there is a 

maximal ideal DM ⊇  but disjoint from .J   Then ML −  is a minimal prime up set 
containing .J  Now  MLx −∉  as Dx ∈  implies .Mx ∈  Moreover  
 A ⊈ ML −  as ,Ab ∈  but Mb ∈ implies ,MLb −∉  which is a contradiction to 

.Xx ∈  Hence .J
d

Ax ⊥∈  
 
Lemma 5. Let F  be a filter of a lattice L . An ideal I  disjoint from F  is a maximal 
ideal disjoint from F  if and only if for all ,Ia ∉  there exists Ib ∈  such that .Fba ∈∨  

Proof: Let I  be maximal and disjoint from F  and .Ia ∉  Let Fba ∉∨  for all .Ib ∈  
Consider  M ={ ,: bayLy ∨≤∈ }.Ib ∈ Clearly M  is an ideal. For any  

,Ib ∈ bab ∨≤  implies .Mb ∈  So IM ⊇ . Also φ=∩ FM . For if not, let 

.FMx ∩∈  This implies Fx ∈  and bax ∨≤  for some .Ib ∈  Hence ,Fba ∈∨                                                                                  

which is a contradiction. Hence φ=∩ FM . Now IM ⊃  because Ia ∉  but .Ma ∈  

This contradicts the maximality of .I  Hence there exists Ib ∈  such that .Fba ∈∨  
        Conversely, if I  is not maximal ideal disjoint from ,F  then there exists a ideal N  

containing I  with  disjoint .F  Now let INa −∈  by the given condition there exists 
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Ib ∈  such that .Fba ∈∨  Hence Nba ∈,  implies ,NFba ∩∈∨  which is a 

contradiction. Hence I  must be a maximal ideal disjoint with .F   
  
Theorem 6. Let L  be a dual pseudo complemented lattice. Then forLA ⊆ , 

{ }1: AaallforaxLxA
d

∈=∨∈=⊥  is a semi prime filter. 

Proof: We have already mentioned that 
d

A⊥  is an up set of .L  Since L  is dual pseudo 

complemented so it is 1-distributive. Now let 
d

Ayx ⊥∈, . Then ayax ∨==∨ 1  for all 

.La ∈  Hence 1)( =∧∨ yxa  for all Aa ∈ . This implies 
d

Ayx ⊥∈∧  and so 
d

A⊥  is a 

filter. Now let 
d

Ayx ⊥∈∨  and 
d

Azx ⊥∈∨ . Then azxayx ∨∨==∨∨ 1  for all 

Aa ∈ . This implies ++ ∨≥∨≥ )(,)( axzaxy  and so +∨≥∧ )( axzy  and this 

implies 1)( =∧∨∨ zyax  for all .La ∈  Hence 
d

Azyx ⊥∈∧∨ )(  and so 
d

A⊥  is a 
semi prime filter.    
  
Let LA ⊆  and J  be a filter of .L   

We define }:{ AaallforJaxLxA J
d

∈∈∨∈=⊥ . This is clearly an up set 

containing .J  In presence of distributivity, this is a filter. J
d

A⊥  is called a dual 
annihilator of A  relative to .J  We denote )(LFJ , by the set of all filters containing .J  

Of course )(LFJ  is a bounded lattice with J  and L  as the smallest and the largest 

elements. If ),(LFA J∈  and J
d

A⊥  is a filter, then  J
d

A⊥  is called an annihilator filter 

and it is the dual pseudo complement of  A  in )(LFJ .  

Following Theorem gives some nice characterizations semi prime filters.  
 
Theorem 7. Let L  be a lattice and J   be a filter of .L  The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) J  is semi prime.  

(ii)  }:{}{ JaxLxa J
d

∈∨∈=⊥  is a semi prime filter containing .J  

(iii) }:{ AaallforJaxLxA J
d

∈∈∨∈=⊥  is a semi prime filter containing  .J  

(iv)  )(LFJ  is pseudo complemented.  

(v)  )(LFJ  is a 0-distributive lattice. 

(vi) Every maximal ideal disjoint from J  is prime.  

Proof: (i)⇒ (ii). J
d

a ⊥}{  is clearly an up set containing .J  Now let J
d

ayx ⊥∈ }{, . Then 

., JayJax ∈∨∈∨  Since J  is semi prime, so .)( Jyxa ∈∧∨  Thus 

.}{ J
d

ayx ⊥∈∧  This implies J
d

a ⊥}{  is a filter containing .J  Now let J
d

ayx ⊥∈∨ }{  

and J
d

azx ⊥∈∨ }{ . Then Jayx ∈∨∨  and .Jazx ∈∨∨  Thus, Jyax ∈∨∨ )(   
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and .)( Jzax ∈∨∨  Then ,)()( Jzyax ∈∧∨∨  as J   is semi prime. This implies 

,}{)( J
d

azyx ⊥∈∧∨  and so J
d

a ⊥}{  is semi prime.  

(ii) ⇒ (iii). This is trivial by Lemma 1, as );}({ AaaA J
d

J
d

∈= ⊥⊥
∩ . 

(iii) ⇒ (iv). Since for any J
d

ALFA J
⊥∈ ),(  is a filter, it is the pseudo complement of A  

in )(LFJ , so )(LFJ  is the  pseudo complemented.  

(iv)⇒ (v).  This is trivial as every  pseudo complemented lattice is 0-distributive. 
(v)⇒ (vi).  Let )(LFJ  is 0-distributive. Suppose I  is a maximal ideal disjoint from 

.J  Suppose Igf ∉, . By Lemma 5, there exist Iba ∈,  such that 

., JgbJfa ∈∨∈∨  Then ,Jbaf ∈∨∨  .Jbag ∈∨∨   

Hence  .)[)[)[)[ JbagandJbaf ⊆∨∩⊆∨∩   

Since )(LFJ is 0-distributive, so, .))[)([)[ Jgfba ⊆∨∩∨   

Thus, )[)[ gfba ∨∩∨ .))()[( Jgfba ⊆∧∨∨=  Hence .)()( Jbagf ∈∨∨∧  

This implies Igf ∉∧  as ϕ=∩ JI , and so I  is prime. 

 (vi)⇒ (i). Let (vi) holds. Suppose Lcba ∈,,  with ., JcaJba ∈∨∈∨  If 

,)( Jcba ∉∧∨  then ϕ=∩∧∨ Jcba )](( . Then by Lemma 3, there exists a 

maximal  ideal )](( cbaI ∧∨⊇  and disjoint from .J  Then ., IcbIa ∈∧∈  By (vi) 

I  is prime. Hence either Iba ∈∨ or .Ica ∈∨  In any case φ≠∩ IJ , which gives 

a contradiction. Hence ,)( Jcba ∈∧∨  and so J  is semi prime. 
 
Corollary 8. In a lattice ,L  every ideal disjoint to a semi prime filter J  is contained in a 
prime ideal. 
Proof: This immediately follows from Lemma 3 and theorem 7.     
 
Theorem 9. If J  is a semi prime filter of a lattice L  and λλ JJAJ :{∩=≠  is a filter 

containing }J , Then }.}{:{ JxLxA J
d

J
d

≠∈= ⊥⊥  

Proof: Let  J
d

Ax ⊥∈ . Then Jax ∈∨  for all Aa ∈ . So J
d

xa ⊥∈ }{  for all Aa ∈ . 

Then J
d

xA ⊥⊆ }{   and so .}{ Jx J
d

≠⊥  Conversely, let Lx ∈  such that .}{ Jx J
d

≠⊥  

Since J  is semi prime, so j
d

x ⊥}{  is a filter containing .J  Then ,}{ J
d

xA ⊥⊆  and so 

.}{ J
d

J
d

J
d

xA ⊥⊥⊥ ⊇  This implies ,J
d

Ax ⊥∈  which completes the proof.   
 
In [8], a series of characterizations of 1-distributive lattices have been provided. Here we 
give some results on semi prime filters related to their results. 
                                                               
Theorem 10. Let L be a lattice and J be a filter. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i)  J is semi-prime. 
(ii) Every maximal ideal of L disjoint with J is prime 
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(iii) Every minimal prime up set containing J is a minimal prime filter containing J 
(iv) Every ideal disjoint with J is disjoint from a minimal prime filter containing J. 
(v) For each element Ja ∉ , there is a minimal prime filter containing J but not     
containing a. 
(vi) Each Ja ∉ is contained in a prime ideal disjoint to J. 
Proof: (i) ⇔ (ii) follows from Theorem 7. 

)()( iiiii ⇒ . Let A  be a minimal prime up set containing .J  Then AL −  is a maximal 

ideal disjoint with .J  Then by (ii), AL −  is a prime ideal and so A  is a minimal prime 
filter. 

)()( iiiii ⇒ . Let P  be a maximal ideal disjoint with .J  Then PL −  is a minimal prime 

up set containing .J  Thus by (iii), PL −  is a minimal prime filter and so P  is a prime 
ideal.  

)()( ivi ⇒ . Let P  be an ideal of L disjoint from .J  Then there exists a maximal ideal 

PQ ⊇  disjoint to .J  By theorem 7, Q  is a prime ideal and so QL −  is a minimal 

prime filter containing J  and so .)( φ=−∩ QLP  

)()( viv ⇒ . Let La ∈ , .Ja ∉  Then ϕ=∩ Ja)[ . Then by (iv) there exists a minimal 

prime filter A  containing J disjoint from )[a . Thus Aa ∉ .     )()( viv ⇒ . Let La ∈ ,  

.Ja ∉  Then by (v) there exists a minimal prime filter A  containingJ such that Aa ∉ . 
Implies ALa −∈  and AL −  is a prime ideal disjoint to .J  

)()( ivi ⇒ . Suppose J  is not semi-prime. Then there exists Lcba ∈,,  such that 

,Jba ∈∨  Jca ∈∨  but ( ) .Jcba ∉∧∨  Then by (vi) there exists a prime ideal I  

disjoint from J  and ( ) .Icba ∈∧∨  Now ( ) Icba ∈∧∨  implies ,Ia ∈  .Icb ∈∧  

Since I  is prime so either Iba ∈∨  or ,Ica ∈∨  which gives a contradiction to the 

fact that ϕ=∩ JI . Therefore,  ( ) Jcba ∈∧∨  and so J  is semi prime. 
Now we give another characterization of semi prime filters with the help of Prime 
Separation Theorem using annihilator filters. 
  
Theorem 11. Let J  be a filter in a lattice .L  J  is semi prime if and only if for all ideals 

I  disjoint to ,}{ J
d

x ⊥  there is a prime ideal  containing I  disjoint to .}{ J
d

x ⊥   

Proof: Suppose J  is semi prime. Let I  be an ideal disjoint to J
d

x ⊥}{ . Using  Zorn’s 

Lemma we can easily find a maximal ideal P  containing I  and disjoint to J
d

x ⊥}{ . We 

claim that Px ∈ . If not, then .]( PxP ⊃∨  By maximality of ,P   

φ≠∩∨ ⊥ J
d

xxP }{])(( . If  ,}{])(( J
d

xxPt ⊥∩∨∈  then xpt ∨≤  for some Pp ∈  

and .Jxt ∈∨   This implies  Jxp ∈∨  and so J
d

xp ⊥∈ }{  gives a contradiction. Hence 

.Px ∈  Now let .Pz ∉  Then .}{])(( φ≠∩∨ ⊥ J
d

xzP  Suppose J
d

xzPy ⊥∩∨∈ }{])((  

then Jxyandzpy ∈∨∨≤ 1  for some .1 Pp ∈  This implies Jzxp ∈∨∨1  and 
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.1 Pxp ∈∨  Hence by Lemma 5, P  is a maximal ideal disjoint to .}{ J
d

x ⊥  Then by 

Theorem 7, P  is prime. 

Conversely, let ., JzxJyx ∈∨∈∨  If ,)( Jzyx ∉∧∨  then J
d

xzy ⊥∉∧ }{ . Thus 

φ=∩∧ ⊥ J
d

xzy }{]( . So there exists a prime ideal P  containing ]( zy ∧   and 

disjoint from J
d

x ⊥}{ . As .,,}{, Pzysoxzy J
d

∉∈ ⊥  Thus ,Pzy ∉∧  as P  is prime. 

This gives a contradiction. Hence ,)( Jzyx ∈∧∨  and so J  is semi prime.  
 
       We conclude the paper with the following characterization of semi prime filters. 
 
Theorem 12. Let J  be a semi prime filter of a lattice L  and Lx ∈ . Then a prime 

filter Q  containing J
d

x ⊥}{  is a minimal prime filter containing J
d

x ⊥}{  if and only if 

for ,Qp ∈  there exists QLq −∈  such that .}{ J
d

xqp ⊥∈∨  

Proof: Let Q  be a prime filter containing J
d

x ⊥}{  such that the given condition holds. 

Let K  be a prime filter  containing J
d

x ⊥}{  such that .QK ⊆  Let .Qp ∈  Then there 

is QLq −∈  such that J
d

xqp ⊥∈∨ }{ . Hence Kqp ∈∨ . Since K  is prime and 

,Kq ∉  so .Kp ∈   Thus, KQ ⊆  and so QK = . Therefore, Q  must be a minimal 

prime filter containing J
d

x ⊥}{ . 

Conversely, let Q  be a minimal prime filter  containing J
d

x ⊥}{ . Let .Qp ∈  Suppose 

for all QLq −∈ , J
d

xqp ⊥∉∨ }{ . Let ].()( pQLI ∨−= We claim that 

ϕ=∩⊥ Ix J
d

}{ . If not, let Ixy J
d

∩∈ ⊥}{ . Then J
d

xy ⊥∈ }{  and .qpy ∨≤  Thus 

,}{ J
d

xqp ⊥∈∨  which is a contradiction to the assumption. Then by Theorem 11, 

there exists a maximal (prime) ideal IP ⊇  and disjoint to .}{ J
d

x ⊥  Let PLM −= . 

Then M  is a prime filter containing J
d

x ⊥}{ . Now  ϕ=∩ IM . 

        This implies ϕ=−∩ )( QLM  and hence QM ⊆ . Also QM ≠ , because 

Ip ∈  implies Mp ∉  but .Qp ∈  Hence M  is a prime filter containing J
d

x ⊥}{  

which is properly contained in .Q  This gives a contradiction to the minimal property of 

.Q  Therefore the given condition holds. 
                                                           
3. Conclusion  
The results of this paper can be extended for the filters in a join semi lattice directed 
below. Using these results, one can study the semi prime filters in join semi lattices by 
proving several characterizations and prime separation theorem. 
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